Tumblr is Clueless: “Who is the Antichrist?”
Yesterday, my Web Manager from Australia called me up and she
wanted to talk about some concerns she had especially about my
website and she also mentioned that she was concerned about all the
negative comments which are appearing about me in the social media
and she specifically mentioned Tumblr. Well, I reminded her that there
is no such thing as a popular prophet. That is an oxymoron. The more
unpopular I am, the more I am sure my message is hitting home.
But, in any case, I checked it out and she was right. It's unbelievable
how many videos have been posted on Tumblr which are meant to
make fun of me, which are insults, and I'm going to show you a clip
that I made. I scrolled down on Tumblr, and remember now, I did not
upload any of these videos to Tumblr, someone else did and they are
all negative, a hundred percent. And you can check out other prophets
from YouTube on Tumblr and none of them are treated like I am. I
guess I should consider it sort of an honor to be singled out this way.
So, I counted the number of my videos posted by other people on this
Tumblr site and there are at least 60 videos posted.

I noticed they even posted some of Anderson Cooper's insults about
me from his Ridiculist series where he called me "Third Eye Blind” and
he even asked: "Imagine what he sees in the clouds?" Now, you can
be sure Anderson Cooper would never insult the Prophet Mohammed
that way. They especially made fun of my series on the sexual and
satanic imagery I found in the Denver Airport murals. I have a feeling
they get upset when you hit home.
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On the other hand, at least they have uploaded some of my sculpture
and music videos. Somebody even drew a nasty cartoon of me and as
you can see, on the upcoming right hand side, here is a cartoon of me
playing my keyboard.

However, I doubt if he will ever post a cartoon of Mohammed. Now, I
know you people on Tumblr have a good time making fun of me
especially, for example, in my series on Psy where I said that the
Korean pop star represents the Antichrist in his videos.
So now I am going to ask you a question which you cannot answer.
This new video Psy called “Daddy", which he was supposed to release
last summer, never got uploaded. I wonder why? And I will explain
why. "Daddy" is the Antichrist and the Antichrist is being held back by
the Prophets Enoch and Elijah. "Daddy" was supposed to be published
last summer. We went through the fall; no “Daddy", all winter long, no
“Daddy", no Antichrist; and the reason is because the Antichrist is
being held up, and I'll give you a little clue: when Psy does finally
release his music video “Daddy" that will be a signal that the Antichrist
has indeed come on the scene. He will then be ruling the planet Earth.
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